Binding of IL-1 beta to alpha-macroglobulins and release by thioredoxin.
Human alpha 2-macroglobulin (H alpha 2M) is a major IL-1 beta binding plasma protein. The characteristics of the H alpha 2M IL-1 beta complex formation suggested, that cleavage of the internal thiol ester in other members of the alpha-macroglobulin family (alpha M) could enable these proteins to bind IL-1 beta. Characterization of optimal conditions for binding 125I IL-1 beta to H alpha 2M showed that H alpha 2M-IL-1 beta complex formation could be obtained over a pH range of 6.3 to 9 in the presence of some metal cations (i.e., Zn2+, Cd2+, Cu2+, Ni2+). Other divalent metal cations (i.e., Mn2+, Mg2+, Ca2+) were without effect. Time kinetic studies showed that binding of IL-1 beta to H alpha 2M was complete within 200 min and that H alpha 2M-IL-1 beta complexes became increasingly resistant to dissociation by boiling in SDS as a function of incubation time. Human pregnancy zone protein, rat alpha 1-, alpha 2-macroglobulin (R alpha 1M, R alpha 2M), all homologous with H alpha 2M, were tested for their ability to bind IL-1 beta. In each instance, alpha M-IL-1 beta complex formation was observed only after treatment of alpha M with methylamine, a primary amine that causes cleavage of the internal thiol ester in alpha M and the appearance of free thiol groups. Similarly, for each of these proteins, complex formation was increased several fold in the presence of Zn2+. Competition experiments using cytokines or proteins of similar molecular mass as IL-1 beta established that only unlabeled IL-1 beta was effective in inhibiting binding of 125I IL-1 beta to H"F" alpha 2M. Acylation of H"F" alpha 2M by diethylpyrocarbonate blocked the binding of IL-1 beta when analyzed by native PAGE. Deacylation of H"F" alpha 2M with hydroxylamine partially restored the binding capacity of H"F" alpha 2M further supporting the involvement of histidyl residues in the Zn2(+)-dependent binding of IL-1 beta. Reduced thioredoxin, but not its alkylated form, from Escherichia coli readily releases H"F" alpha 2M bound IL-1 beta under conditions that did not lead to reduction of disulfide bonds in H"F" alpha 2M. The action of thioredoxin also augmented IL-1-like activity in two independent bioassays suggesting that H"F" alpha 2M bound IL-1 beta is partially biologically inactive or latent. These results suggest that "activated" alpha M exert a modulating role for IL-1 beta by exposing specific binding sites, which are inaccessible in the native proteins.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)